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ABSTRACT 14 

CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) is a powerful tool to study cellular physiology under 15 

different growth conditions and this technology provides a means for screening 16 

changed expression of essential genes. In this study, a Saccharomyces cerevisiae 17 

CRISPRi library was screened for growth in medium supplemented with acetic acid. 18 

Acetic acid is a growth inhibitor challenging the use of yeast for industrial conversion 19 

of lignocellulosic biomasses. Tolerance towards acetic acid that is released during 20 

biomass hydrolysis is crucial for cell factories to be used in biorefineries. 21 
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The CRISPRi library screened consists of >9,000 strains, where >98% of all essential 22 

and respiratory growth-essential genes were targeted with multiple gRNAs. The 23 

screen was performed using the high-throughput, high-resolution Scan-o-matic 24 

platform, where each strain is analyzed separately. Our study identified that CRISPRi 25 

targeting of genes involved in vesicle formation or organelle transport processes led 26 

to severe growth inhibition during acetic acid stress, emphasizing the importance of 27 

these intracellular membrane structures in maintaining cell vitality. In contrast, strains 28 

in which genes encoding subunits of the 19S regulatory particle of the 26S proteasome 29 

were downregulated had increased tolerance to acetic acid, which we hypothesize is 30 

due to ATP-salvage through an increased abundance of the 20S core particle that 31 

performs ATP-independent protein degradation. This is the first study where a high-32 

resolution CRISPRi library screening paves the way to understand and bioengineer 33 

the robustness of yeast against acetic acid stress.  34 

IMPORTANCE 35 

Acetic acid is inhibitory to the growth of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, causing 36 

ATP starvation and oxidative stress, which leads to sub-optimal production of fuels 37 

and chemicals from lignocellulosic biomass. In this study, where each strain of a 38 

CRISPRi library was characterized individually, many essential and respiratory growth 39 

essential genes that regulate tolerance to acetic acid were identified, providing new 40 

understanding on the stress response of yeast and new targets for the bioengineering 41 

of industrial yeast. Our findings on the fine-tuning of the expression of proteasomal 42 

genes leading to increased tolerance to acetic acid suggests that this could be a novel 43 

strategy for increasing stress tolerance, leading to improved strains for production of 44 

biobased chemicals. 45 
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 49 

INTRODUCTION 50 

Systematic profiling of relationships between genotypes and phenotypes provides 51 

novel understanding of fundamental biology and suggests leads for improving strains 52 

for various biotechnology applications. Quantitative phenotyping of different 53 

collections of strains with systematic genetic perturbations, such as the yeast deletion 54 

collection (1), the yeast GFP clone collection (2) or yeast overexpression collections 55 

(3, 4) has allowed construction of yeast regulatory network models. Nonetheless, the 56 

function of a large number of genes remains unknown and many known genes may 57 

have more functions yet to be discovered. Notably, even small perturbations in 58 

expression of genes can lead to large phenotypic changes (5).  59 

In recent years, the CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) technology has been 60 

demonstrated as a very efficient tool to alter gene regulation (6). This technology 61 

exploits an RNA-guided, endonuclease-dead Cas9 (dCas9), or other CRISPR-62 

associated proteins, for controlled downregulation of genes by directing dCas9-fusions 63 

to their promoter region (7). This allows alteration of expression of essential genes, as 64 

partial loss-of-function phenotypes can be induced by conditional expression of dCas9 65 

and the target-gene specific guide RNA (gRNA). Furthermore, as the strength of 66 

expression alteration is greatly dependent on the efficiency and positioning of the 67 

gRNA, one can study a gradient of repression by testing multiple gRNA sequences for 68 
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each target gene (8, 9). Based on this technology, several CRISPRi strain libraries 69 

were constructed for many species, including Saccharomyces cerevisiae (9-13). 70 

In the first CRISPRi library constructed for yeast (12), transcriptional interference was 71 

achieved with an integrated dCas9-Mxi1 repressor (14) and a tetracycline-regulatable 72 

repressor (TetR) that controls the expression of the gRNA (8). In this strain collection 73 

of roughly 9,000 strains, nearly 99% of the essential and 98% of the respiratory growth 74 

essential genes have been targeted with up to 17 gRNAs per target gene (12). 75 

Recently, the construction and phenotypic screening of CRISPR technology-based S. 76 

cerevisiae libraries have been demonstrated to be very efficient to identify 77 

bioengineering genetic candidates to increase production of β-carotene or 78 

endoglucanase (15), regulate polyketide synthesis (16) or improve tolerance to furfural 79 

(11) or lignocellulose hydrolysate (13).  80 

Lignocellulose hydrolysates contain not only fermentable sugars but also various 81 

amounts of other compounds, including furfural, different weak acids, and phenolic 82 

compounds, that inhibit yeast growth (reviewed by Jönsson et al. (17)). Among these 83 

compounds, toxicity by acetic acid is one of the most limiting factors for the production 84 

of alternative fuels and chemicals from lignocellulosic biomass using S. cerevisiae. 85 

Acetic acid is formed during hydrolysis of biomass and is inhibitory to yeast even at 86 

low concentrations (17). Tolerance to acetic acid is a very complex trait, where many 87 

genetic elements play together to control the phenotype (reviewed by Fernández-Niño 88 

et al. (18)). As a result, rational designing of acetic acid tolerant strains is particularly 89 

challenging (19).  90 

In this study, a CRISPRi library (12) was used to screen essential and respiratory 91 

growth essential genes for roles in providing tolerance towards acetic acid in S. 92 
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cerevisiae. The library was characterized using the automated high-resolution and 93 

high-throughput Scan-o-matic platform (20), where each strain is analyzed separately 94 

for its growth rate on solid medium. A set of strains with interesting acetic acid growth 95 

profiles were verified in liquid medium and the repression of some of these genes was 96 

verified by qPCR. The library enabled us to confirm previously known genes involved 97 

in the response to acetic acid and to identify several novel genes the regulation of 98 

which could be altered to increase tolerance towards acetic acid and thereby improve 99 

production hosts for production of biocommodities from lignocellulosic biomass.  100 

RESULTS 101 

High-throughput phenomics of the CRISPRi strains  102 

To identify genes involved in tolerance of S. cerevisiae to acetic acid, we performed a 103 

high-throughput growth screen of a CRISPRi library (9,078 strains) targeting essential 104 

and respiratory growth essential genes (12) using the Scan-o-matic system (20) (Fig. 105 

1). The screens were independently duplicated, in total resulting in >27,000 images, 106 

and the image analysis generated >42 million data-points and >140,000 growth 107 

curves. Our large-scale screen showed rather good repeatability (Fig. 2A). Linear 108 

regression, taking all strains into account, showed that 22% (co-efficient of 109 

determination i.e. R2 = 0.22, F-test P-value < 2.2e-16) of the phenotypic variability 110 

between the two independent screens could be explained by the linear model 111 

(Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.47). However, taking only the strains with distinct 112 

phenotypes into account i.e., statistically significant acetic acid sensitive or tolerant 113 

strains (Fig. 2A), 79% (R2 = 0.79, F-test P-value < 2.2e-16) of the phenotypic variability 114 

between the two independent experiments could be explained by the linear model (r 115 

= 0.89).  116 
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The CRISPRi strains showed limited phenotypic effects in basal condition and the 117 

generation time of 8,958 strains (99% of the strains of the library) was within ± 10% of 118 

the generation time of the control strain (Fig. 2B). Only 92 strains (1%) displayed 119 

complete growth inhibition in basal condition. 120 

CRISPRi-based gene repression imposed large phenotypic effects under acetic 121 

acid stress 122 

In contrast to basal medium, large variations in generation time were observed among 123 

the CRISPRi strains at 150 mM of acetic acid (Fig. 2B and C). A great proportion of 124 

the CRISPRi strains displayed slower growth in response to acetic acid, with 1,040 125 

strains (≈11%) having >10% higher generation time than the control strain. It was also 126 

clear from the growth curves that strains in acetic acid medium exhibited a rather long 127 

lag-phase before growth was resumed (Fig. 1). Still, 133 strains (≈1%) displayed a 128 

>10% shorter generation time than the control strain in response to acetic acid (Fig. 129 

2B). In conclusion, the addition of acetic acid to the growth medium had a great impact 130 

on the growth of many of the strains in the CRISPRi library. The raw data and all the 131 

subsequent analytical output for all strains in the library are available in the 132 

supplementary .xlsx file, in Table S1 and S2. 133 

Integrative data-analysis connected yeast essential genes to acetic acid 134 

tolerance and sensitivity  135 

In order to study gene-specific effects on acetic acid tolerance/sensitivity, we 136 

constructed relative generation times (LPI: log phenotypic index) where growth in 137 

acetic acid was put in relation to growth in basal medium. Thus, those strains that 138 

exhibited a general growth-defect and grew poorly in both media were not identified 139 

as specifically sensitive to acetic acid.  140 
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Eleven % of all the strains (i.e. 954 strains, including 108 strains that did not grow in 141 

acetic acid) in the library had an increased relative generation time, while 19% of all 142 

the strains (1,704) had a decreased relative generation under acetic acid stress (Fig. 143 

2C). A combined statistical (false discovery rate adjusted P-value  0.1) and effect 144 

size threshold was applied, which allowed the identification of 959 strains 145 

(corresponding to 665 genes) as acetic acid sensitive or tolerant (Fig. 2D). Out of 146 

these, 478 strains with gRNAs targeting a total of 370 genes had a significantly 147 

decreased relative generation time (Fig. 2D and Table S3), and thereby displayed 148 

acetic acid tolerance. The decrease in relative generation time seen was relatively 149 

small with only few strains showing a higher level of improvement, with RPN9-TRg-4 150 

(targeting RPN9, encoding a regulatory subunit of the 26S proteasome; 27% 151 

improvement) and RGL1-NRg-7 (targeting RGL1, encoding a regulator of Rho1p 152 

signaling; 18% improvement) being the most acetic acid tolerant strains identified. A 153 

total of 498 strains, with gRNAs targeting a total of 367 genes, displayed acetic acid 154 

sensitivity (Fig. 2D and Table S4). Out of these, 17 strains that grew well in basal 155 

condition were completely inhibited (or the strains grew extremely slowly, generation 156 

time > 48h) in the presence of 150 mM acetic acid. The range of sensitivities was 157 

rather wide and the relative generation time for 34 strains was greater than 2-fold 158 

compared to the control strain, with ARC40-NRg-3 (targeting ARC40, encoding a 159 

subunit of the ARP2/3 complex; 219% extension) and VPS45-NRg-4 (targeting 160 

VPS45, encoding a protein essential for vacuolar protein sorting; 206% extension) 161 

being the most acetic acid sensitive strains. Thus, a rather large number of CRISPRi 162 

strains showed an altered response to acetic acid, where about half showed increased 163 

sensitivity and half increased tolerance. 164 
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Growth in liquid media and qPCR expression analysis validated the large-scale 165 

phenomics results 166 

To validate the phenomics data obtained from cultures grown on solid medium, the 167 

growth of 183 strains (including sensitive and tolerant strains as well as some 168 

controls), was analyzed also in liquid medium. In the liquid validation experiment both 169 

150 mM and 125 mM acetic acid media were included, as the phenotypic effects were 170 

seen to be more drastic in liquid compared to solid medium. A high proportion of the 171 

strains did not grow at all in liquid medium at 150 mM, the concentration that was used 172 

in the screen on solid medium. The relative generation time in liquid medium showed 173 

a strong correlation (r = 0.86) with the corresponding Scan-o-matic data for growth on 174 

solid medium (Fig. 3, for representative growth curves of selected strains in liquid 175 

medium, see Fig. S1). Linear regression showed that 73% (R2 = 0.73, F-test P-value 176 

< 2.2e-16) of the phenotypic variation between these two independent experimental 177 

methods can be explained by the linear model. It should be noted that some strains 178 

can display, for biological reasons, different growth responses on solid and liquid 179 

media (20). We concluded that the data from the large-scale screen on solid medium 180 

was in excellent agreement with the liquid growth analysis.  181 

The initial screen on solid medium selected tolerant and sensitive strains only based 182 

on changes in growth rate (generation time). In addition to determination of generation 183 

time, the growth analysis in liquid media also allowed detailed analysis of growth lag 184 

and biomass yield. A sharp reduction in biomass yield was observed with increasing 185 

acetic acid stress (Fig. S2). During growth in liquid media, the generation time and 186 

yield of the strains showed a strong negative correlation both at 125 (r = - 0.91) and 187 

150 mM (r = - 0.84) acetic acid, thus slow growth correlated with low yield during the 188 
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cultivation. On the other hand, neither generation time nor yield correlated with the lag 189 

phase indicating that the length of the lag-phase is an independent physiological 190 

feature under acetic acid stress. The lag phase of strains grown in the presence of 191 

acetic acid was much longer compared to growth in basal medium, whereas the 192 

changes in generation time determined were less pronounced between the two types 193 

of media. An overview of the relative performance of the strains characterized in liquid 194 

medium is demonstrated using a heatmap in Fig. S3.  195 

To investigate the relationship between the level of transcriptional repression of the 196 

target genes and the observed phenotypes, qPCR was performed for a selected set 197 

of strains with different generation times. The chosen strains had gRNAs targeting 198 

RPN9, RPT4, GLC7 or YPI1 (Fig. 4, S4). For most strains, different levels of repression 199 

of the target gene was observed using different gRNAs. For strains with gRNAs 200 

targeting RPN9 or GLC7, the phenotype observed (faster growth in the case of RPN9 201 

and slower growth for GLC7) showed strong correlations with the reduction of 202 

expression levels of the target genes (r = 0.94 and r = -0.79 for RPN9 and GLC7, 203 

respectively). The expression of GLC7 in strains with the gRNAsGLC7-TRg-2 and 204 

GLC7-NRg-4 was strongly down-regulated (by ≈93% and ≈82%), and these two 205 

strains were also the most sensitive to acetic acid (+133% and +39% in relative 206 

generation time, Fig. 4C). For strains with gRNAs targeting RPT4 or YPI1, there was 207 

no clear correlation between the change in expression levels and generation times 208 

(Fig. 4B and D). 209 

Membrane bound organelles and vesicle mediated secretory pathways are of 210 

particular importance under acetic acid stress 211 
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Individual repression of 367 genes in 498 strains resulted in acetic acid sensitivity. Out 212 

of those genes, 276 are generally essential (represented by 384 strains) and 91 are 213 

respiratory growth essential genes (represented by 114 strains) (Fig. 2D, Table S4).  214 

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of genes for which repression imposed 215 

acetic acid sensitivity, indicated that a fully functional bounding membrane of different 216 

organelles is of great importance to handle acetic acid stress in S. cerevisiae (adjusted 217 

P-value = 0.00033, Fig. 5). The Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 218 

vesicular structures such as the endosome, the vacuole and the organelle-associated 219 

intracellular transport pathways were found to be of particular importance (Fig. S5 and 220 

S6). Furthermore, several genes involved in vesicle mediated transport were enriched 221 

(adjusted P-value = 5.40E-05). Many strains with gRNAs targeting genes encoding 222 

the vacuolar membrane ATPase or GTPases required for vacuolar sorting (VMA3, 223 

VMA7, VMA11, VPS1, VPS4, VPS36, VPS45 or VPS53) were found to be sensitive 224 

to acetic acid (Table 1). Moreover, the transport of luminal and membrane protein 225 

cargoes between the ER-Golgi segment of secretory pathway using COPI and COPII 226 

coated vesicles appeared crucial for growth under acetic acid stress. Strains with 227 

gRNAs targeting genes encoding beta’ (SEC27), gamma (SEC21) and Zeta (RET3) 228 

subunits of the COPI vesicle coat displayed severe sensitivity to acetic acid (Table 1). 229 

Similarly, CRISPRi repression of several genes that encode components involved in 230 

the regulation of COPII vesicle coating formation (SEC12, SAR1, SEC23), COPII 231 

vesicle cargo loading (SEC24), and components that facilitate COPII vesicle budding 232 

(SEC31, YPT1, SEC13) showed significant acetic acid sensitivity (Table 1).  233 

In addition to COPI and COPII vesicle coating, our results also elucidated the 234 

importance of SNARE proteins, which mediate exocytosis and vesicle fusion with 235 
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membrane-bound compartments. Our study included strains with gRNAs targeting 14 236 

out of 24 known genes encoding SNARE proteins in S. cerevisiae. CRISPRi 237 

repression of 8 out of those 14 genes induced significant acetic acid sensitivity. In 238 

particular, CRISPRi repression of genes encoding v-SNARE proteins (proteins that 239 

are on the vesicle membrane) or t-SNARE proteins (proteins that are on the target 240 

membrane that the vesicles are fused to) increased the relative generation time in the 241 

presence of acetic acid (Table 1). We conclude that organelles and vesicle transport 242 

were highly enriched among sensitive strains, much in line with earlier reported 243 

features that are important for normal growth in acetic acid (21, 22). 244 

Repression of YPI1, involved in the regulation of the type I protein phosphatase 245 

Glc7, induced acetic acid tolerance 246 

Accumulation of the storage carbohydrate glycogen has earlier been reported to be 247 

critical for growth under acetic acid stress (23, 24). GLC7 encodes a type 1 protein 248 

phosphatase that contributes to the dephosphorylation and hence activation of 249 

glycogen synthases (25). We found that 3 out of 5 strains with gRNAs targeting GLC7 250 

showed significant acetic acid sensitivity, increasing the relative generation time by 251 

16-120% (Fig. 4C). On the contrary, 5 strains with gRNAs targeting YPI1, a gene which 252 

has been reported to be involved in the regulation of Glc7, displayed significant acetic 253 

acid tolerance and reduced the relative generation time by 6-14% (Fig. 4D). The data 254 

obtained from solid medium was supported by data of strains growing in liquid 255 

medium, where one strain with a gRNA targeting GLC7 was included. This strain 256 

showed significant acetic acid sensitivity (219% increment of relative generation time 257 

and 42% longer lag phase) at 125mM. In contrast, 3 out of 4 YPI1 strains that were 258 

included in liquid growth experiment showed significant acetic acid tolerance (11-13% 259 
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reduction in relative generation time and 3-11% reduction in lag phase in liquid 260 

medium with 125mM of acetic acid). In summary, our data give support for that Ypi1 261 

acts as a negative regulator of Glc7 under acetic acid stress, and that it plays an 262 

important role during growth in acetic acid conditions, possibly by affecting the 263 

accumulation of glycogen. 264 

The proteasome regulatory subunits have a major role in acetic acid tolerance  265 

Two GO-terms, i.e. “proteasome complex” and “proteasome regulatory particle”, were 266 

significantly enriched in the GO-analysis of the 370 genes that when repressed by the 267 

CRISPRi system displayed increased acetic acid tolerance (Fig. 5). Most of the genes 268 

connected to these GO terms encode subunits of the 19S regulatory particles (RPs) 269 

of the 26S proteasome (Fig. 6, S7). Among these were 6 genes (i.e. RPN3, RPN5, 270 

RPN6, RPN8, RPN9, RPN12; Table 2) encoding subunits for the RP lid assembly. The 271 

CRISPRi targeting of RPN9 was most prominent with 5 out of 8 gRNAs inducing a 272 

significant decrease in the relative generation time, and multiple gRNAs targeting 273 

RPN6 and RPN5 also induced acetic acid tolerance (Table 2). Overall, the different 274 

gRNAs for these different RP lid assembly genes reduced the relative generation time 275 

in the range of 2 - 27% (Table 2).  276 

The performance of ten strains with gRNAs targeting subunits of the 19S regulatory 277 

particle lid complex was  also characterized in liquid media. Both strains with gRNAs 278 

inducing tolerance and gRNAs failing to give a measurable phenotype on solid 279 

medium were included. Most of the strains (4 out of 6) identified as tolerant on solid 280 

medium (with gRNAs targeting RPN9 or RPN12) also showed significant acetic acid 281 

tolerance in liquid medium, with 8-12% reduction in relative generation time and 4-8% 282 

reduced lag phase at 125 mM of acetic acid (Fig. 7A).  283 
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In addition to acetic acid tolerance achieved by targeting the lid of the 19S regulatory 284 

particle, several CRISPRi strains targeting genes encoding subunits of the 19S RP 285 

base assembly showed significant acetic acid tolerance (Fig. 6 and Table 2). A 286 

reduction of 3-12% of the relative generation time was observed for strains with gRNAs 287 

targeting the RP base assembly subunits RPT1, RPT2, RPT4, RPT5 or RPT6. The 288 

fitness benefit of targeting RPT4 was confirmed in liquid medium, where the strain 289 

RPT4-NRg2 (Fig. 7A) had a 22% reduced relative generation time at 125 mM of acetic 290 

acid. 291 

In contrast to the increased tolerance seen when targeting the 19S regulatory particle, 292 

CRISPRi targeting of genes encoding the 20S proteasome predominantly led to acetic 293 

acid sensitivity (Fig. 6). The relative generation times were increased by 15-74% in 294 

strains with gRNAs targeting SCL1, PRE5, PRE4 or PUP3 (Table 2). This trend was 295 

confirmed in liquid medium, where 6 out of 11 strains with gRNAs targeting genes 296 

encoding 20S proteasomal subunits showed significant acetic acid sensitivity (Fig. 297 

7A). Thus, our data indicates that the proteasome and its different sub-parts play 298 

critical and differential roles in regulating growth in medium with acetic acid. 299 

DISCUSSION 300 

Bioengineering of essential genes in yeast using the CRISPRi technology  301 

A number of large-scale, systematic gene-by-phenotype analyses of essential genes 302 

have previously been performed, by phenotyping either heterozygous deletion 303 

mutants or strains carrying temperature sensitive alleles (26-29). Nonetheless, the use 304 

of heterozygous deletion mutants is limited by haplosuffiency, as one copy of a gene 305 

often is adequate for the normal function of diploids (30). Moreover, temperature-306 
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dependent side-effects may influence the results when studying thermosensitive 307 

alleles (28, 31).  308 

In previous studies where the CRISPRi technology was applied for massive genotype–309 

phenotype mapping in S. cerevisiae (9, 11-13), the strains were pooled, and screened 310 

for competitive growth. Although competitive growth assays have the advantage of 311 

throughput, they come with a major weakness; the nutrient-specific advantage for 312 

cells/strains with shorter lag phase is amplified. Single cell analysis has showed 313 

massive heterogeneity in lag-phase within clonal populations of S. cerevisiae (32), 314 

which may introduce noise in the outcome of competitive growth assays. Moreover, 315 

the characterization of a population enriched after a specific time provides merely an 316 

endpoint observation. In the previously described competitive growth assays of whole 317 

genome CRISPRi libraries (11, 13) the genes identified to give beneficial phenotypes 318 

when repressed, have not been essential. This is likely due to the phenotypes of 319 

strains with altered expression of essential genes not being as pronounced as the 320 

phenotypes of the strains becoming enriched or due to the alteration in expression 321 

being detrimental. Often the genetic or environmental effects on cellular fitness are 322 

relatively small (33, 34), and thus highly accurate measurement methodologies are 323 

required to capture subtle differences in growth phenotypes. Therefore, we used the 324 

phenomics platform Scan-o-matic (20), to individually grow each of the >9,000 strains 325 

of a CRISPRi strain library. The generation time of each strain was generated from 326 

high-resolution growth curves without the influence/competition from other strains.  327 

During growth in basal condition, we found that most of the CRISPRi strains grew with 328 

a generation time similar or just slightly slower compared to the generation time of the 329 

control strains. In medium with acetic acid, there was a great variability between the 330 
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strains, some growing faster and as expected, many growing much slower. Only about 331 

1% of the strains of the library did not grow in basal condition. This in line with what 332 

Smith et al. (12) observed when growing the pooled strains in YPD medium; after 10 333 

doublings the DNA barcodes associated with 170 strains dropped below background. 334 

Our qPCR profiling of selected genes of strains during mid-exponential growth showed 335 

that both at basal condition and under acetic acid stress, different levels of repression 336 

was achieved by targeting the same gene with different gRNAs (Fig. 4). For the tested 337 

genes, we observed that the repression of expression was more pronounced in basal 338 

medium compared to medium supplemented with acetic acid (Fig. S4), indicating that 339 

the repression by the CRISPRi system may be influenced by the environmental 340 

condition. High concentrations of acetic acid are known to cause an increased lag 341 

phase (35). We observed that several of the strains scored for a change in growth rate 342 

also displayed defects or improvements on the length of the lag-phase, while some 343 

did not (Fig. S3). 344 

CRISPRi targeting vesicle, organelle or vesicle transport encoding genes causes 345 

acetic acid sensitivity 346 

Previous large-scale screens of strains have identified many genes with widely diverse 347 

functions, the deletions of which increased the susceptibility of yeast to acetic acid (22, 348 

36). In line with our findings, Sousa et al. (22) reported that deleting genes involved in 349 

vesicular traffic from the Golgi to the endosome and the vacuole increased sensitivity 350 

to acetic acid. In addition, endocytic inhibition has been observed in response to acetic 351 

acid and other environmental stressors (37). Many of the acetic acid sensitive strains 352 

in our study had gRNAs targeting genes encoding different proteins involved in the 353 

formation and activity of COPI and COPII vesicles or SNARE proteins (Table 1). The 354 
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COPI and COPII vesicles transport proteins between the ER and the Golgi (reviewed 355 

by Szul and Sztul (38)), whereas SNARE proteins mediate exocytosis and vesicle 356 

fusion with different membrane-bound compartments (reviewed by Han et al. (39)). It 357 

has been reported that acetic acid causes ER stress and induces the unfolded protein 358 

response, as misfolded proteins accumulate in the ER (40). An earlier study, screening 359 

the deletion strain collection reported ER, Golgi, and vacuolar transport processes as 360 

important for resistance to a vast collection of small molecules or environmental stress 361 

conditions, including acetic acid treatment (41).  362 

The deletions of genes encoding the vacuolar membrane ATPase complex (VMA2-8, 363 

13, 16, 21, 22) has been shown to decrease the tolerance to acetic acid (22, 36), 364 

presumably as cells struggle to maintain a neutral cytosolic pH (42). Similarly, single 365 

gene deletions of VPS genes (encoding a GTPases required for vacuolar sorting) have 366 

been shown to result in a drastically enhanced sensitivity to acetic acid and a drop in 367 

intracellular pH (43). In line with these studies, we found strains with gRNAs targeting 368 

several vacuolar ATPase related genes (encoding VMA and VPS complexes; Table 369 

1) to be among the sensitive strains, highlighting the importance of the vacuole in 370 

response to acetic acid stress.  371 

Regulation of genes involved in glycogen accumulation influence acetic acid tolerance  372 

Glycogen serves as a fuel reserve for cells and accumulates when growth conditions 373 

deteriorate as a means of adapting to stress such as nutrient-, carbon- or energy-374 

limitation (44), or acetic acid treatment (23, 24). Glycogen is produced from glucose-375 

6 phosphate via glycogen synthases that are activated by dephosphorylation by e.g. 376 

the Glc7 phosphatase (25). 377 
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Hueso et al. (45) demonstrated that overexpression of a functional, 3'-truncated 378 

version of the GLC7 gene improved acetic acid tolerance. In our study, 3 strains with 379 

gRNAs targeting GLC7 showed strong acetic acid sensitivity (Fig. 4C). Ypi1 was 380 

initially reported to be an inhibitor of Glc7 (46), while it was later shown to positively 381 

regulate Glc7 activity in the nucleus (47). Overexpression of YPI1 has been shown to 382 

reduce glycogen levels (46). Our study showed that downregulation of YPI1, encoding 383 

a regulatory subunit of the type I protein phosphatase Glc7, conferred acetic acid 384 

tolerance. Five strains with gRNAs targeting YPI1 displayed a significant decrease in 385 

generation time when subjected to acetic acid, and the downregulation of YPI1 in 386 

these CRISPRi strains was confirmed by qPCR (Fig. 4D).  387 

In light with the fact that both Ypi1 and Glc7 have many different roles in maintaining 388 

cell homeostasis beyond glycogen synthesis, we propose that a CRISPRi-mediated 389 

repression of YPI1 may be favorable for the cells under acetic acid stress, likely due 390 

to increased glycogen levels in the cells. Similarly, we suggest that CRISPRi strains 391 

where GLC7 is repressed may have decreased intracellular glycogen content, thus 392 

rendering them more sensitive to acetic acid. Still it may be that other regulatory roles 393 

of Ypi1 and Glc7 are behind the acetic acid resistance/sensitivity identified for some 394 

of the CRISPRi strains and determination of this needs further study.    395 

Adapting proteasomal degradation of oxidized proteins to save ATP increases acetic 396 

acid tolerance  397 

While the best-known function of the proteasome is ATP-dependent protein 398 

degradation through the 26S ubiquitin-proteasome system, the unbound, ATP-399 

independent, 20S proteasome is the main protease responsible for degrading oxidized 400 

proteins (reviewed by Reynes et al. (48)). The 26S proteasomal complex consists of 401 
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one 20S core particle and two 19S regulatory particles that are further divided into lid- 402 

and base-assemblies. In our study, many of the strains with increased acetic acid 403 

tolerance had gRNAs targeting genes encoding subunits of the 19S regulatory particle 404 

of the proteasome (Fig. 6 and 7A).  405 

Many studies report on accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) under acetic 406 

acid stress and reactive oxygen species are well known to cause protein oxidation and 407 

even induce programmed-cell-death in cells upon acetic acid stress (reviewed by 408 

Guaragnella et al. (49)). Yeast under oxidative stress respond to the accumulation of 409 

ROS with a decrease in cellular ATP concentration (50). Acetic acid that enters the 410 

cell dissociates to protons and acetate ions at the near-neutral cytosolic pH and the 411 

charged acetate ions are unable to diffuse through the plasma membrane and thus 412 

accumulate intracellularly (reviewed by Palma et al. (42)). Therefore, acetic acid 413 

stress, in particular pumping out excess protons from the cytosol to the extracellular 414 

space by H+-ATPase pumps in the plasma membrane and from the cytosol to the 415 

vacuole by the vacuolar H+-ATPases, causes a reduction in ATP (42). Moreover, the 416 

accumulation of ROS has been reported to induce a metabolic shift from glycolysis 417 

towards the pentose phosphate pathway in order to increase the production of 418 

NADPH, an essential cofactor to run the antioxidant systems, which leads to reduction 419 

in ATP generation (51). Consequently, ATP conservation by reducing the activity of 420 

ATP-dependent processes could offer yeast a fitness benefit against acetic acid 421 

stress.  422 

The 20S core particle on its own performs ubiquitin- and ATP-independent 423 

degradation of proteins. Under acetic acid stress, ROS accumulation triggers protein 424 

oxidation that leads to protein unfolding (52). The inner proteolytic chamber of the 20S 425 
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core particle is only accessible to unfolded proteins and moderately oxidized proteins 426 

are ideal substrates for the 20S proteasome (53-55). We hypothesize that the 427 

repression of subunits of the 19S regulatory particle increases the abundance of free 428 

20S core particles, which offers the cell an alternative to the ATP expensive 26S 429 

proteasome mediated protein degradation. In line with this, it has been reported that 430 

even mild oxidative stress reversibly inactivates both the ubiquitin 431 

activating/conjugating system and the 26S proteasome activity but does not impact 432 

the functionality of the 20S core particle (56, 57). Therefore, an increased abundance 433 

of the 20S core particle alone in the strains where the CRISPRi system targets genes 434 

encoding subunits of the 19S regulatory particle could allow more efficient ATP-435 

independent degradation of oxidized proteins, thus conferring yeast a fitness benefit 436 

during acetic acid stress (Fig. 8).  437 

A total of five CRISPRi strains with gRNAs targeting RPN9 (encoding a subunit of the 438 

19S regulatory lid-assembly) had significantly decreased generation times in medium 439 

supplemented with acetic acid (Table 2). This gives confidence that downregulation of 440 

RPN9 provides a means to improve acetic acid tolerance. Previously, an rpn9 mutant 441 

with defective assembly of the 26S proteasome and reduced 26S proteasome activity, 442 

was shown to be more resistant to hydrogen peroxide that is a common stressor used 443 

to enforce oxidative stress (58). Moreover, this rpn9 mutant was able to degrade 444 

carbonylated (oxidized) proteins more efficiently than the wild type strain and it 445 

displayed an increased 20S-dependent proteasome activity (58). In our study, we 446 

observed that the yields of strains with gRNAs targeting the 19S lid or base of the 447 

proteasome was increased for strains growing in acetic acid whereas the yield of 448 

strains with gRNAs targeting the 20S CP of the proteasome was decreased (Fig. 7B). 449 

It seems plausible that the repression of genes encoding subunits of the 19S lid lead 450 
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to decreased ATP-expensive 26S activity and that this ATP saving contributed to a 451 

concomitant increment in biomass.  452 

Our qPCR results showed that the level of repression of RPN9 or RPT4 (encoding a 453 

subunit of the 19S regulatory base-assembly) was greatly dependent on the gRNA of 454 

the strains (Fig. 4A and B). For RPN9 there was a strong correlation between 455 

expression level and acetic acid tolerance, indicating that fine tuning the 20S and 26S 456 

proteasomal regulation could be an efficient strategy to bioengineer acetic acid 457 

tolerant industrial yeast strains (Fig. 4A). In line with this, a recent study showed that 458 

the downregulation of RPT5 (encoding a subunit of the 19S base-assembly) induced 459 

tolerance against oxidative stress (59). In our study, down-regulation of RPT4 was for 460 

3 out of 5 strains with gRNAs targeting this gene shown to improve acetic acid 461 

tolerance (Fig. 4B and S3B). Nonetheless, the generation time of RPT4-TRg-1 with a 462 

clear repression of RPT4 was increased. We argue that a too strong repression of an 463 

essential gene is likely to be detrimental, highlighting the need for a fine-tuned 464 

expression when engineering tolerance. While off-target effects of gRNAs as well as 465 

gRNAs failing to give a phenotype is a known challenge of the CRISPRi technology, 466 

screening several strains with different gRNAs and identifying multiple strains with 467 

similar phenotypes gives confidence in a phenotype being a result of the gene 468 

repression itself (12). In our study, a total of 28 strains with gRNAs targeting 469 

proteasomal genes were identified as tolerant or sensitive (Table 2), which gives great 470 

confidence for us to elaborate on the role of the proteasome during acetic acid stress. 471 

In conclusion, our study identified many essential and respiratory growth essential 472 

genes that regulate tolerance to acetic acid. CRISPRi-mediated repression of genes 473 

involved in vesicle formation or organelle transport processes led to severe growth 474 
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inhibition during acetic acid stress, emphasizing the importance of these intracellular 475 

membrane structures in maintaining cell vitality. The data also suggests that an 476 

increased activity of the ATP-independent protein degradation by the 20S core is an 477 

efficient way of counteracting acetic acid stress. This mechanism may ensure ATP 478 

savings, allowing proton extrusion and an increased biomass yield. A fine-tuned 479 

expression of proteasomal genes could be a strategy for increasing stress tolerance 480 

of yeast, leading to improved strains for production of biobased chemicals. 481 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 482 

Yeast strain library 483 

The CRISPRi strain library (12) used in this study contains 9,078 strains, each of which 484 

has an integrated dCas9-Mxi1 repressor (14). The strains also contain a tetracycline-485 

regulatable repressor (TetR), where the TetR controls a modified Pol III promoter 486 

(TetO-PRPR1) that drives the expression of unique gRNAs (Fig. 1). Thus, the gRNAs 487 

are expressed in the presence of the inducing agent, anhydrotetracycline (ATc). Each 488 

strain in this library expresses a unique gRNA that in combination with dCas9-Mxi1, 489 

targets 1,108 of the 1,117 (99.2%) essential genes (30) and 505 of 514 (98.2%) 490 

respiratory growth essential genes (60, 61) in S. cerevisiae (Fig. S8A and B). For most 491 

of the genes (1,474 out of 1,617), there are at-least three and up to 17 strains (mean 492 

≈ 5), with different gRNAs targeting the same gene in the library (Fig. S8C). 93% of 493 

the unique gRNAs were designed within 200 bp upstream of the transcription starting 494 

site of the respective target gene (Fig. S8D). Depending on the targeting location of 495 

the gRNA in the promoter, genetic repression ranging from very strong to weak can 496 

be achieved (8). This produces strains that under ATc induction have different levels 497 

of repression of the same gene relative to the native expression level. Moreover, 20 498 

strains in the CRISPRi library have gRNAs that are non-homologous to the S. 499 
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cerevisiae genome and function as control strains (Fig. S8B). The CRISPRi strains 500 

were stored in YP Glycerol stock solution (17% Glycerol (v/v), 10 g/l Yeast extract, 20 501 

g/l Bacto-peptone). The whole collection was kept in 24 microtiter plates (MTP 384 502 

well format). Unless otherwise mentioned, all chemicals were purchased from Merck. 503 

ATc titration in YNB medium 504 

Synthetic defined medium was used to identify acetic acid-specific effects, excluding 505 

compounds present in rich medium that might confound the interpretation of our data. 506 

To obtain appropriate gene suppression in our set-up, we adjusted the concentration 507 

of ATc in relation to what had been proposed earlier for rich-media liquid cultures (12).  508 

The concentration of ATc sufficient to induce high level of gRNA expression in the 509 

CRISPRi strains growing on YNB agar media, was determined by a qualitative spot 510 

test assay with selected strains (Fig. S9A). These strains were selected based on the 511 

competitive growth assay of the CRISPRi library in liquid YPD medium with and 512 

without 250 ng/ml of ATc by Smith et al. (12). This study showed that growth of the 513 

strains with gRNA targeting the essential genes ACT1 (ACT1-NRg-5: 514 

TTAAACAAGAGAGATTGGGA, ACT1-NRg-8: ATTTCAAAAAGGAGAGAGAG), 515 

VPS1 (VPS1-TRg-1: GCCGGGTCACCCAAAGACTT) and SEC21 (SEC21-NRg-5: 516 

GTCGTAGTGAATGACACAAG) was nearly or completely inhibited, as these essential 517 

genes, targeted by the gRNAs of the strains, were strongly repressed. These strains, 518 

as well as two control strains i.e. Ctrl_CC11 (CC11: CCCAGTAGCTGTCGGTAGCG) 519 

and Ctrl_CC23 (CC23: AGGGGTGCTAGAGGTTTGCG) were grown on synthetic 520 

defined Yeast Nitrogen Base (YNB) agar medium, (YNB; 1.7 g/l Yeast Nitrogen Base 521 

without amino acids and ammonium sulfate (BD Difco), 5 g/l ammonium sulphate, 0.79 522 

g/l Complete Supplement Mixture with all amino acids and nucleotides (Formedium), 523 

20 g/l glucose, 20 g/l agar, succinate buffer i.e. succinic acid 10 g/l and sodium 524 
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hydroxide 6 g/l),  in the presence of 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 or 25 g ATc /ml. A stock 525 

solution (25 mg/ml in dimethyl sulfoxide; DMSO) was used to achieve the different ATc 526 

concentrations. The final concentration of DMSO in the media was adjusted to 0.1% 527 

(v/v). The pre-cultures for the spot assay were grown in liquid YNB medium for 48 h, 528 

after which 3 µl drops from serial dilutions (10-1, 10-2, 10-3, and 10-4) of a cell 529 

suspension of OD600 1 were spotted on solid YNB medium with different 530 

concentrations of ATc and incubated at 30°C for 48 h. We found that 2.5 g/ml of the 531 

gRNA inducer ATc was sufficient to elicit growth defects on solid medium for strains 532 

with gRNAs targeting the essential genes ACT1, VPS1 or SEC21. The growth of these 533 

strains was incrementally inhibited up to near complete inhibition at 7.5 g /ml ATc 534 

(Fig. S9A). In contrast, the growth of the control strains (strains expressing gRNAs 535 

with no genomic target) remained unimpeded even at 25 g/ml ATc (Fig. S9A) and we 536 

therefore used 7.5 g /ml ATc in our screen of the CRISPRi library. 537 

A liquid ATc titration assay was done in 200 l liquid YNB medium with 0, 0.25, 1, 2, 538 

3, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, or 25 g ATc /ml in a Bioscreen C MBR device (Fig. S9B). The strains 539 

were pre-cultured in YNB medium for 48 h. A separate pre-culture was used to 540 

inoculate each replicate at a starting OD600 of approximately 0.1. In order to avoid 541 

uneven oxygen distribution, the plastic cover of the bioscreen plate was replaced with 542 

a sterile sealing membrane permeable to oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor 543 

(Breathe-Easy®, Sigma-Aldrich). Strains were grown in continuous shaking for 75 h 544 

during which automated spectrophotometric readings were taken every 20 min. The 545 

raw data was calibrated to actual OD600 values and smoothed before the growth lag, 546 

generation time, and growth yield were estimated using the PRECOG software (62). 547 

All growth experiments were performed at 30°C. 548 
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Media preparation for high-throughput phenomics 549 

Solid YPD (10 g/l yeast extract, 20 g/l bacto-peptone, 20 g/l glucose, 20 g/l agar) 550 

medium was used to re-grow the CRISPRi collection from the -80°C storage, and also 551 

to grow the pre-cultures. Growth phenotypes of all the CRISPRi strains in the library 552 

were evaluated in the basal condition i.e. solid YNB medium and in solid YNB 553 

supplemented with 150 mM acetic acid. ATc (7.5 g/ml, as determined by the 554 

qualitative spot assay) was added to both media to induce gRNA expression. The 555 

acetic acid concentration used was determined by growing a sub-set of the CRISPRi 556 

strains (739 strains), that were pinned to the actual experimental format of 1,536 557 

colonies per plate, on solid medium with different acetic acid concentrations (50, 75, 558 

100, 150 mM). The largest phenotypic difference in growth between the strains was 559 

observed at 150 mM of acetic acid (Fig. S10), and this concentration was selected to 560 

be used in our screen. The final concentration of DMSO in the growth media was 561 

0.03% (v/v) and the pH was adjusted to 4.5. 562 

High-throughput phenomics using Scan-o-matic 563 

The high-throughput growth experiments were performed using the Scan-o-matic (20) 564 

phenomics facility at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden. The procedure is 565 

described here in short. A robot Singer ROTOR HDA was used for all replica pinning. 566 

First, the frozen -80°C stock of the CRISPRi library in 24 microtiter plates was pinned 567 

in 384-array format on solid YPD medium and then incubated at 30°C for 72 h in 568 

scanners imaging the plates. For each of the 24 plates, one pre-culture plate was 569 

prepared in 1,536-array format. For this purpose, 384 strains were pinned thrice so 570 

that each has 3 adjacent replicates. In this way 384x3 i.e. 1,152 positions in a 1,536 571 

array was filled. All fourth positions i.e. the rest of the 384 positions were filled with a 572 

spatial control strain to normalize any spatial growth bias (Fig. S11). The Scan-o-matic 573 
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system uses a dedicated algorithm that can normalize any spatial growth bias in the 574 

extracted phenotypes of the other strains using the growth data of this spatial control 575 

strain (20). Here, the control strain Ctrl_CC23 was used as the spatial control strain. 576 

The preculture plates were incubated at 30°C for 48 h before being used for the replica 577 

pinning on the experimental plates, that were placed in the scanners in a predefined 578 

orientation and incubated at 30°C. The plates were imaged automatically every 20 min 579 

for 96 h. Subsequently, image analysis by Scan-o-matic was performed and a growth 580 

curve was generated for each colony. Finally, absolute, and spatially normalized 581 

generation times were extracted for all replicates of each strains. The whole 582 

experimental process was repeated twice to generate 6 experimental replicate 583 

measurements for each strain in both the medium with 150 mM acetic acid and in the 584 

basal medium lacking acetic acid.  585 

Data analysis 586 

R version 4.0.2 was used to perform all mathematical and statistical analysis. The 587 

analytical steps employed to identify essential or respiratory growth-related genes that 588 

lead to acetic acid sensitivity or tolerance when repressed are described below. Here 589 

we also explain terminologies used. 590 

Normalized generation time (LSC GT) and batch correction 591 

The normalized generation time obtained after the spatial bias correction gives the 592 

population doubling time of a strain colony relative to the spatial control strain on a 593 

log2 scale (20). This is referred to as the log strain coefficient for the generation time 594 

(LSC GT). In previous studies it was found that only few of the gRNAs targeting a 595 

specific gene can induce strong repression that results in a strong phenotypic effect 596 

(8, 12) and  therefore most of the strains will display a phenotype similar to that of a 597 
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control strains. Since we used the control strain Ctrl_CC23 as the spatial control strain, 598 

it was expected that the median LSC GT of all strains in an experimental plate would 599 

be close to zero. However, some variability in the dataset was still present due to 600 

unavoidable micro-environmental factors between plates and this caused a slight 601 

deviation of the median value of the LSC GT for some experimental plates. To correct 602 

for this batch effect, a plate-wise correction was conducted by subtracting the median 603 

of LSC GT values of all the individual colonies on a plate from the individual LSC GT 604 

values of the colonies growing on that plate. i.e. if strainX is growing on plate Z, the 605 

corrected LSC GT value for strainX was the following: 606 

LSC_GT_ CorrectedstrainX = (LSC_GTstrain) – Median (LSC_GT _PlateZ) 607 

Relative generation time in the presence of acetic acid (LPI GT) 608 

The growth of each CRISPRi strain was evaluated in two different conditions i.e. 609 

medium with 150 mM acetic acid (AA150 mM) and basal medium lacking acetic acid 610 

(Basal.condition). The relative performance of a strain in the presence of acetic acid 611 

compared to the basal condition was determined by subtracting the LSC_GT_ 612 

Basal.condition from the LSC_GT_ AA150 mM. This relative estimation, which gives the 613 

acetic acid specific effect on the generation time (GT) of a strain, is defined as the log 614 

phenotypic index (LPI GT, (63)), i.e. for strainX the LPI GT was calculated as the 615 

following; 616 

LPI GT= (LSC_GT_ AA150 mM_strainX) – (LSC_GT_ Basal.condition_strainX) 617 

Statistical tests and P-value adjustment  618 

Since it was expected that most strains would show only minor changes in generation 619 

time, here it is hypothesized that a phenotypic difference between a specific CRISPRi 620 
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strain to the mean phenotypic performance of all the CRISPRi strains that falls within 621 

the interquartile range (IQR) of the complete dataset (i.e. having a LPI GT value 622 

between -0.024 to 0.075) would be zero, and any difference within the IQR to be just 623 

by chance. Therefore, formally our null hypothesis was the following: 624 

Ho: µ_strainX(All_replicates_LPI_GT)- µ(IQR_LPI_GT) = 0, 625 

i.e. the difference between LPI GT mean of all replicates of strainX to the mean of the 626 

LPI GT dataset within IQR equals zero. The P-value for each strain in the library was 627 

estimated using Welch’s two sample two-sided t-test, which is an adaptation 628 

of Student's t-test and produces fewer false positives (64). Moreover, this method 629 

remains robust for skewed distributions and large sample sizes. In this study, the mean 630 

LPI GT of 3392 strains displayed a significant (P-value  0.1) deviation from 631 

µ[IQR_LPI_GT] when subjected to Welch’s two sample two-sided t-test (Fig. S12A). The 632 

P-values were corrected by the Benjamini-Hochberg method, also known as the false 633 

discovery rate (FDR) method (65). An adjusted-value threshold of ≤ 0.1 was set to 634 

select acetic acid tolerant or sensitive strains. Application of the FDR method (65) left 635 

1258 strains below the adjusted P-value threshold of 0.1 (Fig. S12B). None of the 636 

control strains had an adjusted P-value below 0.1 (Fig. S12D). 637 

An LPI GT threshold was applied for the selection of tolerant or sensitive strains. If a 638 

CRISPRi strain had an LPI GT_Mean that was greater than the maximum of the LPI 639 

GT_Mean of the control strains, then the strain was considered as acetic acid 640 

sensitive. Similarly, if a CRISPRi strain had an LPI GT_Mean less than the minimum 641 

of the LPI GT _Mean of the control strains, then the strain was considered as acetic 642 

acid tolerant. In this study, we observed that the range of the LPI GT_mean for control 643 

strain was between -0.037 and 0.166.   644 
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Therefore,  645 

acetic acid sensitive strain = µstrain (LPI GT) > 0.166 and P.adjusted-value ≤ 0.1  646 

acetic acid tolerant strain = µstrain (LPI GT) < -0.037 and P.adjusted-value ≤ 0.1  647 

Some CRISPRi strains that grew well in the basal condition but very poorly or not at 648 

all on the acetic acid experimental plates were identified. These strains were not 649 

subjected to any statistical analysis, but still added to the final list of acetic acid 650 

sensitive CRISPRi strains. 651 

Gene ontology (GO) analysis 652 

GO term (process, function, and component) enrichment analysis of the gene lists of 653 

acetic acid tolerant and sensitive strains was performed against a background set of 654 

genes (all 1617 genes targeted in this CRISPRi library) using the GO term finder in 655 

the Saccharomyces genome database (Version 0.86) 656 

(https://www.yeastgenome.org/goTermFinder) and all GO term hits with p-value < 0.1 657 

were identified.  658 

Data access  659 

The R scripts used for analysis and the phenomics data generated in this project are 660 

available from 661 

https://github.com/mukherjeevaskar267/CRISPRi_Screening_AceticAcid. The raw 662 

image files of the Scan-o-matic projects can be requested for reanalysis from the 663 

authors.   664 

Growth of selected strains in liquid media 665 
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In order to validate the acetic acid sensitivity or tolerance observed for the CRISPRi 666 

strains in the Scan-o-matic screening, selected strains were grown in liquid YNB 667 

medium using the Bioscreen platform. The 48 most acetic acid sensitive and 50 most 668 

tolerant CRISPRi strains from the Scan-o-matic analysis were selected for the 669 

validation. Moreover, all CRISPRi strains with gRNAs targeting  any of the following 670 

12 genes: RPT4, RPN9, PRE4, MRPL10, MRPL4, SEC27, MIA40, VPS45, PUP3, 671 

VMA3, SEC62, COG1, were included making a total of 176 strains that were grown 672 

together with 7 control strains in liquid medium (raw data available in Table S5).  673 

Briefly, the strains were pinned from the frozen stock into liquid YNB medium and 674 

grown at 30°C for 40 h at 220 rpm. This plate was used as the preculture and separate 675 

precultures were prepared for each independent culture. The strains were grown in 676 

liquid YNB medium (basal condition) and in liquid YNB medium supplemented with 677 

125 or 150 mM of acetic acid. For each strain, 3 independent replicates were included 678 

for each growth condition. Two g/ml ATc was added to the media to induce gRNA 679 

expression. The final concentration of DMSO in the growth media was 0.008% (v/v) 680 

and the pH was adjusted to 4.5. The experimental method and subsequent phenotype 681 

extraction were the same as for the ATc titration experiment, except that the strains 682 

were grown for 96 h. Similar to Scan-o-matic, all downstream analysis was performed 683 

using R version 4.0.2.  684 

Expression analysis by qPCR   685 

Strains 686 

Expression analysis by qPCR was performed to detect mRNA expression of RPN9, 687 

RPT4, GLC7 and YPI1. For each target gene, 5 strains (i.e. each with a different 688 
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gRNA) that showed different degree of acetic acid tolerance/sensitivity in Scan-o-matic 689 

screening were selected. Three control strains (CC2, CC23, CC32) were included to 690 

estimate the expression of the target genes in the absence of CRISPR interference.  691 

RNA preparation and cDNA synthesis  692 

Cells were grown to mid-exponential phase in liquid YNB (basal condition) or YNB 693 

medium supplemented with 125 mM acetic acid, in the Bioscreen platform and 694 

collected by centrifugation at 2000xg, at 4°C for 3 min. The cell pellet was immediately 695 

frozen in liquid nitrogen. For each CRISPRi strain, 2 independent replicates and for 696 

each control strain 3 independent replicates were included. For RNA preparation, the 697 

pellet was dissolved in 600 µl lysis buffer (PureLink™ RNA minikit, Invitrogen) after 698 

which the cell-suspension was transferred into tubes containing 0.5 mm glass beads. 699 

Cells were lysed by shaking for 40 s at 6 m/s in a MP Biomedical FastPrep and then 700 

collected by centrifugation in a microcentrifuge for 2 min at 4 °C, at full speed. 370 µl 701 

of 70% ethanol was added to the resulting supernatant and total RNA was prepared 702 

using the PureLink™ RNA minikit (Invitrogen). The obtained RNA was treated by 703 

DNase (TURBO DNA-free™ Kit, Invitrogen) and cDNA synthesis was performed on 704 

900 ng DNased RNA using the iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad).  705 

Measurement of gene expression 706 

qPCR was performed using 2.5 ng cDNA and the iTaq™ Universal SYBR® Green 707 

Supermix (Bio-Rad) for detection. The expression of the target genes was normalized 708 

against the geometric mean of the reference genes ACT1 and IPP1. Primer 709 

efficiencies were between 96 and 102% as determined by using different amounts of 710 

cDNA. For primer sequences see Table S6. The qPCR protocol was as follows: an 711 

initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, denaturation at 95°C for 20s, annealing at 60 °C 712 
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for 20 s and elongation at 72°C for 30 s. In total 40 PCR cycles were run. For statistical 713 

analysis, an F-test was performed to determine the variance between all the replicates 714 

of the control strains and the replicates of a CRISPRi strain. Depending on this result, 715 

a two sample two tailed t-test assuming equal or unequal variance was performed for 716 

each strain and for a particular condition, where the null hypothesis was: 717 

Ho: 2Ct(control) - 2Ct(CRISPRi strain) = 0. 718 
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 927 

TABLES 928 

Table 1: CRISPRi targeting of genes related to vesicle, organelle or vesicle transport 929 

induced acetic acid sensitivity. 930 

Gene Gene description 
Nr. of 
gRNAs 

Change in generation 
time 

Genes encoding COPI and COPII vesicle coating 

SEC27 beta’ subunit of COPI vesicle coat  5 +19 to +140% 

SEC21 gamma subunit of COPI vesicle coat  3 
+57% to complete 
inhibition 

RET3 zeta subunit of COPI vesicle coat  3 +21 to +30% 

SAR1 
Regulation of COPII vesicle coating 
formation 

3 +36 to +191% 

SEC23 
Regulation of COPII vesicle coating 
formation 

3 +31 to +50% 

SEC24 COPII vesicle cargo loading  2 +27 or +72% 

SEC13 Facilitation of COPII vesicle budding  2 +25 or +119%  

SEC12 
Regulation of COPII vesicle coating 
formation 

1 +19% 

SEC31 Facilitation of COPII vesicle budding  1 +35% 

YPT1 Facilitation of COPII vesicle budding  1 +39% 
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Genes encoding SNARE proteins 

YKT6 v-SNARE protein  2 +22 or +76% 

BET1 v-SNARE protein  1 Complete inhibition 

BOS1 v-SNARE protein  1 +18% 

TLG1 t-SNARE protein  2 +17% or +45% 

SED5 t-SNARE protein  2 +30% or +197% 

SEC17 
involved in SNARE complex 
disassembly  

1 +29% 

SEC22 
R-SNARE protein, assembles into 
SNARE complex with Bet1p, Bos1p 
and Sed5p 

1 +15% 

Vacuolar membrane ATPase complex proteins / GTPases required for vacuolar 
sorting  

VPS45* 

Essential for vacuolar protein sorting 
and also involved in positive 
regulation of SNARE complex 
assembly 

3 +32% to +206% 

VMA3 
Proteolipid subunit c of the V0 
domain of vacuolar H(+)-ATPase 

2 +19% to +41% 

VMA7 
Subunit F of the V1 peripheral 
membrane domain of V-ATPase 

1 +50% 

VMA11 
Vacuolar ATPase V0 domain subunit 
c 

1 +18% 

VPS1 GTPase required for vacuolar sorting 2 
+71% to Complete 
inhibition 

VPS4 
AAA-ATPase involved in 
multivesicular body (MVB) protein 
sorting 

1 +21% 

VPS36 
Involved in ubiquitin-dependent 
sorting of proteins into the endosome 

1 +50% 

VPS53 Required for vacuolar protein sorting 1 +48% 

 931 
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Table 2: CRISPRi targeting of genes encoding proteins of the 19S proteasomal 932 

regulatory particle lid and the base subcomplex induced acetic acid tolerance.  933 

Gene Gene description 
Nr. of 
gRNAs 

Change in generation 
time 

Proteasome 19S Regulatory particles LID complex 

RPN9 
Non-ATPase regulatory subunit of 
the 26S proteasome lid 

5 -5% to -27% 

RPN6 
non-ATPase regulatory subunit of the 
26S proteasome lid; required for the 
assembly and activity 

3 -4% to -8% 

RPN5 
non-ATPase regulatory subunit of the 
26S proteasome lid 

2 -2% or -6% 

RPN3 
non-ATPase regulatory subunit of the 
26S proteasome lid 

1 -3% 

RPN8 
non-ATPase regulatory subunit of the 
26S proteasome lid 

1 -15% 

RPN12 
non-ATPase regulatory subunit of the 
26S proteasome lid 

1 -14% 

Proteasome 19S Regulatory particles BASE complex 

RPT1 
ATPase of the 19S regulatory 
particle 

3 -5% to -12% 

RPT4 
ATPase of the 19S regulatory 
particle 

2 -11% to -16% 

RPT5 
ATPase of the 19S regulatory 
particle 

2 -3% to -4% 

RPT6 
ATPase of the 19S regulatory 
particle 

2 -6% to -7% 

RPT2 
ATPase of the 19S regulatory 
particle 

1 -11% 

Proteasome 20S Core particle 

SCL1  
Alpha 1 subunit of the 20S 
proteasome 

1 +74% 
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PRE5 
Alpha 6 subunit of the 20S 
proteasome 1 +15% 

PRE4  
Beta 7 subunit of the 20S 
proteasome 1 +31% 

PUP3 
Beta 3 subunit of the 20S 
proteasome 2 +30% to +63% 

 934 

FIGURE LEGENDS  935 

Fig. 1. A constitutively expressed dCas9-Mxi1 and the tetracycline-regulatable gRNA 936 

expression system induces transcription repression of essential or respiratory growth-937 

essential genes. Each strain in the library was phenotyped individually for growth on 938 

solid medium with 150 mM acetic acid or in basal medium lacking acetic acid, using 939 

the Scan-o-matic platform. 940 

 941 

Fig. 2. The CRISPRi strains showed minor phenotypic variation in basal condition and 942 

large phenotypic variation under acetic acid stress.  943 

A: Scatterplot displaying the reproducibility of the two Scan-o-matic screenings. The 944 

mean of the three LPI GT replicates of each strain is plotted, control strains in green, 945 

acetic acid sensitive strains in red, acetic acid tolerant strains in blue and remaining 946 

strains in black. The linear regression for the data of all strains is displayed with a 947 

black line and for the acetic acid sensitive and tolerant strains with a red line.  948 

B: Histogram of the normalized generation time of each CRISPRi strain in basal 949 

condition (grey) and at 150 mM of acetic acid (magenta). Strains outside the two red 950 

dashed lines, have generation times that are 10% shorter or 10% longer than the 951 

control strain.  952 
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C: Scatterplot showing the normalized generation time of each CRISPRi strains in 953 

basal condition and relative generation time in medium with 150 mM acetic acid. Each 954 

point indicates the mean of all the replicates (n=6, when some of the replicates failed 955 

to grow, n=3-6). The data of the CRISPRi control strains is indicated green, of acetic 956 

acid sensitive in red, of acetic acid tolerant in blue and all other strains in black. The 957 

LPI GT threshold is indicated with a gray dashed line. Inset: the violin-plots display the 958 

spread and the distribution of the LPI GT data for all CRISPRi strains (ALL), and LPI 959 

GT values of CRISPRi control strains (Control).  960 

D: Overview of number of strains and genes identified as acetic acid tolerant or 961 

sensitive. 962 

 963 

Fig. 3. Scatterplot of the relative performance of the strains in liquid medium with 125 964 

mM of acetic acid and in solid medium with 150 mM acetic acid (Scan-o-matic 965 

screening). The linear regression of the data is displayed with a black line. The mean 966 

of the three LPI GT replicates of each strain is plotted, control strains in green, acetic 967 

acid sensitive strains in red, acetic acid tolerant strains in blue and remaining strains 968 

in black. The names of the genes repressed in the tolerant or sensitive strains are 969 

indicated in the plot. 970 

 971 

Fig. 4. Percentage change in expression compared to the control strain of target genes 972 

at 125 mM of acetic acid in liquid medium in relation to percentage change in relative 973 

growth of selected CRISPRi strains compared to the control strain in solid medium 974 

with 150 mM of acetic acid. The gRNA of the strains targeted RPN9 (A), RPT4 (B), 975 
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GLC7 (C) or YPI1 (D). The individual points on the plot represent different gRNAs 976 

targeting the same gene. The expression of the target gene was normalized against 977 

the geometric mean of the reference genes ACT1 and IPP1. See Fig. S4 for qPCR 978 

data.  979 

 980 

Fig. 5. Functional and gene ontology enrichment analysis of genes repressed in acetic 981 

acid sensitive and tolerant CRISPRi strains. GO terms connected to biological 982 

process, genetic functions and cell components are indicated using yellow, black, and 983 

green colored bars, respectively. The negative log10-transformed Bonferroni-984 

corrected P-value (Kruskal–Wallis test) is plotted on the X-axis. Enrichment factors 985 

(ratio of the observed frequency to the frequency expected by chance) for each GO 986 

term are displayed on the top of each bar.  987 

 988 

Fig. 6. CRISPRi repression of genes encoding subunits of 26S proteasomal complex 989 

induced acetic acid tolerance (mainly genes encoding proteins of the 19S proteasomal 990 

regulatory particle lid and the base subcomplex, displayed with blue circles) or 991 

sensitivity (genes of the 20S core particle, displayed with red circles). The color in each 992 

subunit display only the most dominant phenotype (i.e. significant and highest in effect 993 

size) obtained by CRISPRi repression of the gene encoding that subunit. Subunits 994 

encoded by genes not included in the strain collection are displayed in grey and 995 

subunits for which CRISPRi repression with multiple gRNAs induced the dominant 996 

phenotype are indicated with an asterisk. The schematic representation of the relative 997 

positions of the subunits in the proteasome complex are inferred from the Cryo-EM 998 

structure reported by Luan et al. (66).  999 
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 1000 

Fig. 7. A: Relative growth in liquid medium of CRISPRi strains with gRNAs targeting 1001 

genes encoding proteasomal subunits (20S CP; core particle, 19S lid or 19S base) 1002 

and the control strains. The relative generation time of all strains (A) and biomass yield 1003 

(B), and lag phase (C) of the acetic acid tolerant strains is shown.  1004 

 1005 

Fig. 8. Overview of the response of the cells towards acetic acid stress based on 1006 

CRISPRi targeting of essential genes. The cells are starved of ATP due to ATP 1007 

expensive processes such as the elevated action of H+-ATPase and V-ATPase 1008 

pumps. Therefore, we hypothesize that the downregulation of subunits of 19S RP 1009 

increases the abundance of 20S CP, which offers the cell an alternative to the ATP 1010 

expensive 26S proteasome mediated protein degradation. This in turn gives yeast a 1011 

fitness benefit under oxidative stress induced by acetic acid. ROS = reactive oxygen  1012 
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